
Chapter 24. Nisargadatta's Final Wish

Nisargadatta at the end of his life expressed his final wish that his conceptual discussions of the
nature of the awakening process become scientific concepts. Just like all scientists, all science is
part of the virtual reality, but that doesn't mean that science is wrong when it says the world is a
holographic world. A holographic character in a holographic world can realize that it's living in a
holographic world because the consciousness present for that holographic character can have that
realization, just as Neo in the Matrix can realize he's living in a virtual reality. Consciousness
isn't really a part of that holographic world. Consciousness is always outside that world, in the
audience, only watching as the holographic movie of that world plays on a holographic screen.

Consciousness only believes it is a part of the holographic movie it is watching when it identifies
itself with its holographic character in the movie. The important distinction is the consciousness
watching the holographic movie is a divided presence of consciousness, which is called I Am, the
Self, Atman, the witness, the spirit of God, or whatever else we want to call it. Anytime it wants
to, a divided presence of consciousness can stop watching the movie and return to its true
undivided state of nondual reality, but then it knows nothing. Nothing is known, nothing is done
and nothing exists in that ultimate undivided and unlimited state of pure consciousness because
that nondual absolute nothingness is what ultimately exists at the ground level of existence.

Nisargadatta has given an exquisitely detailed description of this state of affairs. Through his
direct experiences, he has described a holographic world in exquisite detail. He also discussed
the nature of nondual reality. What's odd is that his descriptions are so universally ignored by the
same people that revere him as a saint. What is it that people don't want to know?

Nondual reality emotionally creates dualistic reality like the virtual reality of the Matrix so that it
can communicate with itself. This kind of verbal communication can only appear to come into
existence when emotions are expressed, which is literally how the world is created as the spirit of
God moves over the face of the deep. Without that motion, there is only the darkness of the deep,
the void, or the formless nothingness of pure consciousness that is truly alone since it is All-One.
It has No-self because it has nothing to perceive in a subject-object relation of self and other.

At the ground level of the ultimate nature of existence nothing is known because that
nothingness is what ultimately exists. The only way the kind of verbal communication that we
experience in the world is even possible is if nondual reality creates a virtual reality for itself to
communicate within, and that creation is always emotional. Creation is literally the spirit of God
(Atman, the Self, I Am, the witness, or whatever else we want to call it) moving over the face of
the deep, which is a holographic screen that allows a holographic world to appear to come into
existence, but that holographic world is no more real than the virtual reality of the Matrix.

The irony is that science and the mathematics of modern physics that underlies all of science is
just as much a part of the virtual reality as is anything else. Nisargadatta expressed his final wish
during the last days of his life that the nature of nondual reality, or more specifically, the journey



of awakening that takes one to the direct experience of nondual reality, be discussed in scientific
terms. Nisargadatta was fully enlightened and truth realized, and yet he didn't spend all of his
time getting lost in the void in some catatonic or Samadhi trance of experiencing nothingness. He
discussed the nature of nonduality in conceptual terms, and expressed his final wish that these
concepts become scientific concepts. Of course, his comments were as much a part of dualistic
reality as anything anyone else can say. It's all dualism. Take away dualism and there is only the
absolute nothingness of nondual reality, but like a roadmap, the only way anyone can point to the
non-conceptual nature of nondual reality is by discussing it in conceptual terms.

Maybe that's the reason nondual reality creates dualistic reality. Jed McKenna says dualistic
reality is an amusement park, and that's certainly part of it, but maybe it's also created so nondual
reality can communicate with itself about the true nature of what it really is. McKenna calls that
communication truth-talk in the dreamstate, but even that talk is just another ride in the park.


